Established 1988, LRI Group is a leading independent investment services company based in
Luxembourg. It provides asset managers and investors with three decades of experience in structuring
and administration of traditional and alternative investment strategies.
In the context of the continuous development of our activities, we are currently recruiting:

Senior Valuation Officer (m / f / d)
Are you seeking to work for an international accredited company with high service standards and a
divers fund portfolio? Are you analytical and have a strong attention to detail, which you are happy to
sharpen further in your day to day business? You want to gain further leadership experience in a dynamic team? Apply now!

Your Tasks
■

■

■

■

■

Create and design financial models for the
calculation of net present values for alternative
investments with focus on asset classes like
renewable energy, infrastructure, private equity
and property;
Challenge and validate of external appraisal
proposals (cash flow forecasts, construction of
risky discount factor, model assumptions);
Building the bridge to clients and communicate
internally with all levels of the company to
effective achieve goals;
Contribute efficient to new projects
(structuring of new AI funds) by deliver results
in tight deadlines;
Report to the head of valuation and present
valuation decision proposals in front of the
valuation committee.

Your Profile
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Background in a quantitative discipline, e.g. master
in mathematics, physics, engineering, econometrics.;
At least 4 years professional experience in a comparable role e.g. in a asset management or a big4
company, corporate finance, deal- or risk advisory;
Good understanding of mathematical finance
and financial modelling skills;
Good understanding of the accounting and
regulatory environment in Luxembourg for asset
managers (LuxGaap, IFRS, UCITS Law 2010, IPEV
guidelines, AIFM Directive resp. CDR 231/2013);
Familiar with financial derivatives (equity, credit,
interest rate, and FX derivatives);
Strong command of Microsoft Excel and Word,
ideally programming skills in VBA and SQL;
German and English proficiency; additional
languages are considered an asset.

Sounds like an Opportunity for you?
LRI Group offers you an excellent working atmosphere in an
expanding international company with an informal company culture.

Your Contact
We are looking forward to receiving your application, stating your earliest start date
and salary expectations at the following email address: jobs@lri-group.lu
For further information about the position please contact
Susanne Himbert, Human Resources Manager, T: +352 261500 - 2551.
www.lri-group.lu

